METALLIC OPEN GEAR COTE

Interlube Metallic Open Gear Cote grease is a gel-type material magnetized with metallic particles, which adhere to any metal surface. The bronze color enables you to see that the entire gear is lubricated. It is between a NLGI “0” and “1”

Special friction reducing additives are blended with highly refined base stocks to produce this superior product.

METALLIC OPEN GEAR COTE USED ON

- Sliding Parts
- Chains
- Open Gears
- Wire Rope
- Cams
- Plus many other items

Temperature, acid, corrosion, or rust, normally a severe problem, are completely solved with Interlube’s Metallic Open Gear Cote. This product also has excellent water resistance.

PLUS… An application of this excellent product will give extended lubrication… lasts many times longer than ordinary types of gear compound.

PACKAGING: 65 Lb. Pails 15 net ounce and 37 net ounce Caulking cartridges

Metallic Open Gear Cote – L

This product has the same excellent lubrication qualities as outlined above, but is lighter weight and more stringy. It can be readily pumped, if required, particularly under cold conditions.

PACKAGING: 170 Lb. Kegs 65 Lb. Pails

HT Metallic Open Gear Cote

This product is a high temperature, black-colored adhesive, open gear lubricant. It has no dropping point – does not melt. Good water resistance. Contains graphite EP fillers.

PACKAGING: 45 Lb. Pails

ALSO AVAILABLE: Open Gear Lube II in aerosol cans